2018 Annual Campaign Donors

$100,000 +
The Humana Foundation
21st Century Parks Endowment, Inc.

$50,000 - $99,999
Blue Sky Foundation
Betty and David A. Jones
Mary Gwen Wheeler and
  David A. Jones, Jr.
Drs. Lisa and Daniel Jones
Annette and John Schnatter

$20,000 - $49,999
Alden Donor Fund
Janine and Bruce Broussard
The Bufford Family Foundation
Butchertown Grocery
The C F Pollard Foundation
EQIP - Environmental Quality Incentives Program
Sandra Frazier
Marlene and David Grissom
Anonymous
JPMorgan Chase & Co.
Jenny and Charles Marsh
R. Charles and Sally Moyer Charitable Fund
Nicklies Development
Vivian Ruth Sawyer and Thomas T. Noland, Jr.
PNC Bank
W.L. Lyons Brown Foundation
Barbara and Bill Young

$10,000 - $19,999
Arbor Day Foundation
Diane and Jim Bloem
Bowling’s Nursery, Inc.
Carla and Bryan Brown
Brown-Forman Corporation
Caldwell Tanks
Donna and Charles P. Denny
Endowment Fund For Education at 21st Century Parks, Inc
Bernie Fineman
Mary Lee and George E. Fischer
Flynn Brothers Contracting, Inc.
Henry V. Heuser, Jr.
Rhonda and Bryan Johnson
Kathy and Fred Jones
Nancy and Matthew L. Jones
The Honorable Order of Kentucky Colonels
The Richard A. Lechleiter Family
Joan O. Lenahan Charitable Fund
Allison and Joe Magliocco
Main Street Realty, Inc.
The Heidi Margulis Charitable Fund
The Michael McCallister Charitable Fund
Norton Healthcare Inc.
Kathy and Bud Orr
Papa John’s International, Inc.
Juliet and Frank Peabody III
Kathleen Pellegrino Fund
Sam Shine Foundation Inc.
Sam Swope Family Foundation
Pam and Brook Smith
Lindy and Bill Street
James B. Thompson
Trilogy Health Services LLC
Whayne Supply Co.

$5,000 - $9,999
Anonymous
Samuel H. Klein - June & Stanley Atlas
Ina B. Bond Ashbourne Charitable Fund
Doris and Junior Bridgeman / Manna, Inc.
Fiddlehead Fund
Business First of Louisville
Lee and Elizabeth Davis Fund
KPAK Foundation
Ross Davison
Mary Lynn and Roger Drury
George Duthie
Kathy and Larry Fisher
Jill Force and Patrick Mattingly
Charlotte and Randy Hockensmith
Indigo Foundation
Ted Jackson
Kelley Construction
Teresa and Joseph Kelley
Mary Jude and Scott Kuiper
Ladyfingers Catering
Charlene and Jim Leason
Beth and Brian LeClaire
The Marshall Family Fund
Metzger Family
Michter’s Distillery
Anonymous
John Moore and Patti Pugh-Moore Family Fund
Mary and Theodore Nixon
Northwestern Mutual
Paul Ogle Foundation, Inc.
Lynda and Kenneth L. Payne
Lisa and Dan Perkins
Sue and Ned Pfau
The Ramsey Family
Rental Depot
Republic National Distributing Company of Kentucky
Sam Schubert Foundation
Sharon and Luke Schmidt
Richard Stephan
Sterling G Thompson Company LLC
Strothman and Company
Tafel Motor Co.
V. V. Cooke Foundation
The Voice-Tribune
Jane Feltus Welch
White Clay Consulting
William E. Barth Foundation
Keith L. Williams
Susan and David Wood
Yum! Brands, Inc.

$1,000 - $4,999
Edwin M. Ahrens M.D.
Mary Kay Jones Alberg
Debbie and Russell Alexander
Algood Food Company
Elizabeth and Jackson Andrews
Appriss Inc.
Catherine and Irving Bailey
Baptist Healthcare System
Andrea and David Bates
BB&T
Julie Beam and Richard Hornung
Bellaire University
Sueleal and Robert Berlin
Kathy and Dr. Salvatore Bertolone
Bingham Greenebaum Doll LLP
The Blieden Family
Emily and Jeremy Bolton
BRAMCO/Brandeis Machinery & Supply Company
Bravura Architecture
Wendy and Steve Bronner
Christina Brown
Anonymous
Building Industry Association of Greater Louisville
Bumper to Bumper
William F. Burbank, Jr.
Dr. Lois Burns and Cmdr. Roscoe Burns
Rose Cooper and Allen Bush
C.E. and S. Foundation, Inc.
Capstone Realty, Inc.
Cardinal Services, Inc.
Carol and Robert Carnighan
Catholic Community of St. Patrick
Celia and Scott Catlett
CBRE
City of Indian Hills
Ann and Stewart Cobb
Gena and Doug Cobb
Commonwealth Bank & Trust Co.
Community Foundation of Louisville
Chenault Conway
Drs. Larry and Christine Cook
Cordish Company / 4th Street Live
Debbie and Danny Coyle
Crawford Charitable Fund
Crowe LLP
Cushman & Wakefield / Commercial Kentucky
Dahlem Realty Co.
Kathy and Joe Daley
Sarah Daley
Dean Dorton
Deloitte LLP
Deming Malone Livesay & Ostroff CPAs
Dinsmore and Shohl, LLP
Jean Donoho
Dunbar Foundation
Laura Dunbar
Missy and John Eckman
EdjAnalytics
Elizabeth C. Thomas Fund - Maryann C. Davis Fund
Terry and Hiram Ely
Ernst & Young
Farm Credit Mid America
Fast-Fix Jewelry & Watch Repairs
Fastline Media Group
FBM Properties
Fifth Third Bank
Fifth Third Insurance - Epic Insurance Solutions
Ford Motor Company
Constance and James S. Fox
Jean W. Frazier
Friends of KCD
Frost Brown Todd LLC
Mary and Robert Gatewood
Mary and Michael Gellert
Elizabeth and Ray Glass
The Glenview Trust Company
Greater Louisville Inc.
Lynn and James Greathouse
Greenscapes
Kim and Greg Greenwood
Gresham Smith
Sandy Gulick
Brenda and H. David Hale
Cathy and David Hance
John H. Hardwick, Jr.
Jane Hardy and David Schmidt
Harshaw Trane Foundation
Debi and Scott Hatton
Hebel and Hornung, PSC
Heine Brothers Coffee
Jeanie and Michael Hendricks
Hilliard Lyons
Hoagland Commercial Realtors
Debra and Dr. Kenneth Hodge
Daryl and Fritz Hollenbach
Hollenbach-Oakley
Rae and Bob Horton
Donna and Malcolm Hower
Anonymous
ID&A, Inc.
Ingredient Resource
Interlock Industries
JLL
Adrienne and Chad Jones
Mandy and Brad Jones
Diane and Dr. David C. Jones
Barbara and Bill Juckett
Virginia and Arne Judd
Tricia and Dr. James Julian
Donna and Steve Kamber
Kim and Edward Keady
Kentucky Kingdom and Hurricane Bay
Kentucky Select Properties
Tammy and Charles King
Debbie King
Kosair Charities
Kroger Company
Lake Cumberland State Dock
LG&E and KU Energy LLC
Long Run Creek Properties LLC
Louisville Paving and Construction Company
Abby and Fairleigh Lussky Family Fund
Becky and Todd Lyles
John Lytle
Mackin Family Foundation
Eleanor and Robert Maddox
Terry Malone
Maplewood Foundation
Elizabeth Marsh
Hana and Skipper Martin
Bruce A. Maza
McCarthy Strategic Solutions, LLC
Cindy and John McCarthy III
Stephann and Gregory McDearmon
Sarah Mennen
Merrill Lynch
Kathryn Mershon and Dr. Todd Gardner
John Miller
Rosanne Miller
Jean and Samuel Miller
Mindel, Scott & Associates
Barbara Montgomery
Elizabeth and James Moore
Kevin Moore and Michael Porto
Clay Morton
Mountjoy, Chilton, Medley LLP
Mueller Chiropractic
Lynne and Dr. Craig Mueller
Sally and Tony Murr
Cissy Musselman
Michelle and Scott Neff
Phillip B. Newman III
Edie and Joe Norris
Northeast YMCA of Greater Louisville
Ted Ogle
Old National Bank
Betty and Kirk Oliver
ORR Corporation
Pattco, LLC
Perkins, Smith & Associates, LLC
Petrino Family Foundation
PharMerica Corp.
Picket Fences Home Decor, LLC
Jackie Pierce
Poe Companies, LLC
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
QK4, Inc.
Jessica and Samuel Reader
Dr. W. Ann Reynolds
Edward and Helen Rhawn Fund
Matthew Rhea
Rivera Group
Dr. Aimee and David Robertson
Hank Robinson
Dr. Tania Condurache and Dr. George Rodgers
Rubicon Global
Mason and Rick Rummel
Wanda and Mike Ryan
Karen and Dr. Henry Sadlo
Terri and Russell Saunders
Ann and John Schaap
Scheller’s Fitness & Cycling
Dr. Manfred Schmidt
Emily Maier and Dr. Todd Schmiedeler
Camilla and John Schroeder
The Schroering Co
The Schweinhart Living Trust
Ann Scott and Stephen Yonce
Semonin Realtors
Shaver Foundation, Inc.
Kellie Sheryak
Signature HealthCARE
Shirley Simons
Barb and Bob Simpson
SkuVault
Barbara West and Vertner Smith Charitable Fund
Cara and Tom Solley
Amy and Lew Spears
Jessica and Powell Spears
Sternberg Automotive
Shawn and James Stevison
Sam Stewart
Stites & Harbison PLLC
Stock Yards Bank & Trust Co.
Sunbelt Rentals
Susan’s Florist
Nancy and Charles Teeple
Jessica and Mac Thompson
USI Insurance Services, LLC
Linda and Chris Valentine / Valentine Family Charitable Fund
Carolyn and Julian Van Winkle
Jeannine and Marc Varner
Megan and Alex Verret
Volunteers of America
Wakefield, Reutlinger & Company
Joyce and James Walters
Dolores and James Ward
Sharon and Mark Wardlaw
Hollis and Greg Weishar
Margaret and Charles Weiter
Wesbanco
Whip Mix Corp.
Doug Whyte Jr.
Renee and George Willett
Andrew Williams
Wood and Marie C. Hannah Foundation
Kimberly and Michael Wood
Rachel and Mark Worley
Jessica Yi
Daniel Zinner

$500 - $999
Beth and Jeff Ackerman
Advance Ready Mix Concrete Inc.
Denese and Edward L Alexsonshk
Holly and Jeff Ashley
LouAnn Atlas
Sally and George Bauernfeind
Fran and Don Berg
James Bills
Ellen and David Bland
Libba and William Blodgett
Ceci and Dale Boden
Cynthia and Roger Boston
Nell and Craig Bradley
Sarah and Chris Brice
Sue and Hewett Brown
Kathie and John Buchino
Betty and Kenneth Burhans
Nancy D. Bush
Jonathan Camp
Christy Metzger and Marco Capuano
Charles H. Dishman III Family Foundation Inc
Michelle and Louis Christopher
Janet and John Conti
Hope and Todd Cooke
The Covenant Group
Sherri and Rusty Craig
Jennifer and Wood Currens
Cathy and Tom Dawson
Kirk Dolan
Drs. Susan and Bill Donovan
Carolanne and Robert Dries
Caroline and David Eager
Dianne and Robert Egan
Ferreri Partners, PLLC
Mary and Edward Flynn
Jennifer and Rick Foley
Franklin College
Emily Garrison
GE Consumer and Industrial
Anonymous
Mary and Thomas Gerstle
Gheens Foundation, Inc.
Mary and Ed Glasscock
The Glenview Garden Club
The Graff Family Giving Fund
The Greco Charitable Fund
Tamera and Stephen Guelda
Dr. Richard Hall
Patricia and Chris Haragan
Catherine and Jack Hayes
Carol and Charles W. Hebel, Jr.
Anonymous
Joan and Pete Hester
Steve Hettinger
John Hoff
Susan and Ken Hoffman
Elizabeth and Joseph Humphrey
Lisa and Paul Jardina
Anonymous
JP Morgan Chase Foundation
The Kapur Family Charitable Fund
Sharon and Jerry Karem
Sarah and Paul Keith
Sara and Michael Kelley
Garvis Kidd Jr.
Andrea and Samuel Kirtley
Joy and Roger Kobel
Constance and Clifford Kuhn
Barb Lasky
Nancy Lee
Mary Kate Lindsey
Stewart Lussky and Bob Jones
Sunny and Kevin J Lynch
George Mahon
Anonymous
Dr. Janine and Joseph Malone
Claudine and John Mann
Robert Marshall
Lori and Michael Martin
Jenny and Charles Mercer, Jr.
Jane and David Morgan
Janeen Mounts
Debra & Ronald Murphy Family Charitable Foundation
Dr. Keith Myrick
Janice and Walter E. Neely
Jenny and Gord Pageau
Sonya and Arthur Penn
Sherri and Donald Pickinpaugh
The Plant Kingdom
Theresa and Mark Plummer
Peter and Ange Popovich
PriceWeber Advertising
Purity Chapter #116, O.E.S.
Tabitha and Kurt Resener
Martha and Mike Richardson
Benjamin Richmond
Laura and James Roberts
Steve Robinson
Elizabeth Barlow Rogers
Joyce and Keno Rosa
Roundstone Native Seed
Jaclyn and Alan Rueff
Ellen Sears
Carissa and Keith Siegner
Laura and Doug Simcox
Ruth Simons
Wendy Sirchio
Julia and Anthony Sirohman
The GeoRosa Fund
Laura Shelton and Mark Sobaszko
Karin and George Sonnier
Susan Staugas
Dr. Lynn and Greg Steeves
Debbie and Mark Stevens
Susanna Stevenson
Dr. Charlotte and John Clay Stites
Lee and John Stough
Amy Streeter
Summit Construction
Ann and Brad Swope
Leslie Taylor
Anne and Donald Temple
Beth and Perry Thacker
TRIO Commercial Property Group
Beverly Bartlett and Jim Turner
United Way of Kentucky
Brigitte Mader-Urschel and Richard Urschel
Whitney and Sean Walker
Patricia and Henry Watson
Patricia West and William Fox
Deborah Wheat
Mark Wheeler
Denise and Tyree G. Wilburn
Larry Williams
Beverly and David Winsch
Stephi and Jonathan Wolff
Pam and Brad Wright
Dr. Janice Yusk and Dr. Theodore Hodge
Elizabeth Cox and Laurence Zielke

$250 - $499
Remi Adams
Bruce Allman and Bryan Buckler
Amatrol, Inc
Dr. Billy Andrews and Joe Ferry
Maria and Paul Andriot
Rhonda Arata
ARGI Financial Group
Tony Arnold
Karen and Dr. Andrew Bailey
Will Baker
Constance and Allen Barker
Joan and Thom Barnell
Karen James and Douglas Barnhart
Christina Barragan
Kathy and Mark Barrens
Jane and Kevin Beck
Darlene and Lin Bell
Mary Bell and Anthony Little
Nathan Bellinger
Geoff Bialas
Katie Bernecker
Elizabeth Bernstrom and Gregory Henes
Lee Purcell Best
Susan and Dale Black
LeighAnn and Brandon Blois
Donna and Paul Borden
Gabriele Bosley
Mary Boyd
Peggy and Walter Braden, Jr.
Alice and Barry Bridges
Peter Brondum
Portia and Jerry Brown
Catherine and John Bryant
Barbara and Alex Burgard
Gregory Bush
Vicki Buster
Elizabeth and Rick Greathouse
Rebecca Green
Anne and Jerry Greenwell
Deborah Gunn
Denise Hagan
Kathleen Haley
Sheri and Bard Hamilton
Jackie and John Hamm
Diane and Steve Harrod
Jahnna Harvey and Josh Groft
Teresa Hawkins
Bonita and Dr. George Haycraft
Tory and Howard Herron
John D. Hill
Janet and Jonathan Hodes
Robin and John Hodgson
Everett Hoffman
Cyndi and Evan Hoffmann
Kim and Joshua Horn
Jennifer and Robert Hughes
Humana Inc. Global Sourcing Team
Barbara Hunter
Carol James
Juanita and Joseph Johnston
Karen Newman and William G. Johnstone
Martha and David Jones
Judy and James Kays
Lee and Ken Keller
Emily and Dr. Lawrence Kelly
Barbara and Donald Kennett
Julie Kling
Susan and Tracy Knapp
Margaret and Steven Kraus
Ellen and William Kronauer
Edward Kruger and Jeffrey Rodgers
Bill Lamb
Dalene and Kent Lanum
Jili and Tom Larkin
Emily Ledford Lawrence
Martha Lechleiter
Marilyn and Jay Lewis
Debbie F. Little
Todd Loehnert
Gary Lohoff
Barbara and Joseph Lush
Douglas Lynch
Joyce and Alan MacDonald
Diane and Thomas Marsh
Edith Martel and Joe West
Brian Eigellbach Martin
Mona and Mark Masaid
Margaret McCaslin
Joan McCombs
Karen McCoy and Bruce Merrick
Mary McGuire
Erin and Gregory McMorran
Marty and Darrell Metcalfe
Sandra Mitchell
Laura Morton
Kathleen and Michael Nacke
Linda and Steve Neal
Angela and Pat Newkirk
Regina and Michael J. Nielsen
Heather Barnett and Alexander Nixon
Emily Musterman and Andy Odorzynski
Rebecca and Mark Okruhlica
Mary Beth and Joe O'Reilly
Kay and Archie Parsley
Heather and Aaron Pennell
Pocket Team
Ellen Rudd and Carl D. Prohaska
Carol C. and Raymond S. Pryor, Jr.
Susan and John Pyron
Anne and Charlie Rademaker
Sandy Payne and John Rakutt
Michael Rancour
John Reesor
Angie and Wes Reeves
Julie and Jonathan Roberts
Anonymous
Missy and Michael Ronayne
Kim and Mark Rougeux
Mary Jo and John Schneider
Jenifer and Mike Schultz
Dedra and Fred Shafar
Sarah and Nathan Shanks
Karen and James Shaughnessy
Gayle and John Shuff
Beverly and Paul Staun
Kelli and Craig Stein
Linda and Todd Stephan
Pamela and Dr. Gerald Sturgeon
Marlys Swope
Anna C. and Jeffery S. Tatman
Joyce and Charles Thompson
Dr. Kent Thompson
Jeryl and Robert Trail
James L. Tretter
Dawn and Paul Urbahns
Eleanor and John Van Lenten
Deborah and George Vranich
Joyce and Donald Walker
Katy and Keith Wane
Patrick Warnement
Janet and Robert Watkins
Monica and Stephen Weakley
Victoria and Richard Weber
Michelle Wells
Margaret and Thomas Welter
Catherine and James Werner
WHAS 11 TV
Harvey L. Wheeler
William and Nancy White Charitable Fund
Carrie and Paul Widman
Nick Wijnberg
Laura and Mark Wilson
Hilary and David Wise
Karen and Dave Witak
David Wombwell
Keitt and Frank Wood
Phoebe Wood
Anonymous
Annie and David Yoho
Cindy and Joel Zipperle